The town which can grow up with a tree

Concept

The new town which ascertains its life. The life style that the tree buds, grows up, decays and buds again resembles to the life of human being that we tie to born, breed, old and a new generation is born. Town planning that enables people to live there from the cradle to the grave the circulation of life.

Town Planning Corresponding To All Ages

In this figure, we can see each present status of aging society with fewer children go to the well.

In making more, it is need to think about the ways of transportation of the elderly person, so that the town. Envolving by offering children who are to proving great care to the woman to be able to participate in the cradle age and make it available for the child. Then the car life in the old age will be able to be used to go to the well, allowing it with a car through living home hospital for the building. We are also thinking of enabling living space to be in the child's residence.

Japanese age pyramid

Light Rail Transit

One of the big problems of Oshimmaco, Tanashi area, a mixed transportation is limited. The transportation system was created through the Tokyo Olympics of 1964.

We suggested a new transportation system in the Tokyo Olympics of 2020. To our concept, a track of Sky Train forms a branch and down the entrance of the people of Oshimmaco, Tanashi area lively. In 2020, we may notice it as a source of transportation of Oshimmaco, Tanashi area.
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